The warrior is as basic as it gets. No special loot systems, no minions to manage. However that does not mean the warrior is boring whatsoever. When playing the warrior you'll be able to equip a weapon, a shield, body armor a single ring and a helmet (if you've placed an Arsenal card which is a gold card.) The warrior deals 2% increased damage for each second of any fight. The warrior will be able to receive the following stats on their gear: Damage. Damage to all.

It is very fun to read and boys will love it! Note that it is made up of 4 books in one: Greek warriors, Gladiators, Samurai, and Knights. Read more. 2 people found this helpful. Helpful. Comment Report abuse. LinLav. 5.0 out of 5 stars Excellent book for boys. Warriors: The Ultimate Guide (5 November 2013): A character guide including both a synopsis and official art for the major characters for all arcs up to and including the fifth arc, Dawn of the Clans. It is an updated and expanded edition of Cats of the Clans. Original English-language manga[edit].Â The Warriors website previously featured Warriors screensavers, videos on topics such as the process of writing a manga book, and quizzes.[98][99][100] In addition, there were browser-based games including the New Prophecy Adventure and the Warriors Adventure Game.[101] An additional game for the website was planned for release in 2010, but was never released despite.